AQUASEAL SATURATOR AND TOP COAT
Description and Application
CATEGORY
Waterproofing and Damp Proofing / Wall Coating

DESCRIPTION
AquaSeal is a seamless, acrylic waterproofing system incorporating a Geo-Fabric non-woven
membrane. The system has been designed to provide a highly durable, elastic and attractive
system which can be used on varying substrates. AquaSeal is a minimum four coat application.

FEATURES
-Waterproof
-Can take ponding water
-Good U.V. resistance
-Excellent Flexibility
-Available in a standard range of colours
-Supplied in Saturator and top coat (keeps costing reasonable)

SURFACE PREPARATION AND APPLICATION
New slab
Clean surface down to remove all dust and loose, friable material. Ensure the surface is dry.
Apply by Brush, Roller or Spray.
1.

2.

3.

Apply 1 coat of Paintcor AcrySeal Acrylic Sealer, diluted 1:1 with water to the entire deck and
parapet walls. Allow to dry. If you suspect that the deck is damp or still green (wet) then
Paintcor’s Cementek Sealer must be used in place of AcrySeal Acrylic Sealer. Please see Cementek
data sheet. NOTE: If AcrySeal is used as a sealer on damp or green (wet) new flat deck, before
waterproofing, blistering of the system may occur after drying.
Apply 1 thick coat of AquaSeal Saturator to the sealed deck. Bed the membrane into the still wet
AquaSeal Saturator, using our ribbed roller or paint brush with a dabbing action. Apply small
areas at a time as it is essential that the AquaSeal Saturator coat is still wet when applying the
membrane. Allow the system to dry.
Apply 1 or 2 more coats of AquaSeal Saturator to begin to completely seal and cover the
membrane. Allow drying between coats.

4.

Finally apply 2 top coats of Paintcor’s AquaSeal (Top coat), RuvAcryl or Elegance Silk. Allow to dry
between coats. RuvAcryl or Elegance Silk can be supplied in the colour of your choice.
Guarantee Terms and Conditions

A. If finished in AquaSeal:

5 Years

1.
2.
3.
4.

Roof to be inspected by the applicator once a year before summer.
New Top coats of AquaSeal to be applied after 3 years and thereafter when necessary.
All down pipes are to be kept clean and open.
Periodically clean all debris from the roof.

B.

If finished in RuvAcryl or Elegance Silk:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Roof to be inspected by the applicator once a year before summer.
New top coats of RuvAcryl or Elegance to be applied after 5 years and thereafter when necessary.
All down pipes are to be kept clean and open.
Periodically clean all debris from the roof.

10 Years

NOTE: It is important to inspect your waterproofing system annually for any defects. Failure to
adhere to these conditions will void your guarantee.
Cleaning Equipment
Clean all equipment with water immediately after use.
Keep all buckets closed when not in use.

